
Date:
Practical 1

AIM a: Demostrate generation of electricity and explain various terminologies associated with it.
b: Demonstrate difference between AC and DC.
c: Verify Ohm’s law

Apparatus: Resistors, DC power supply, wire, Multimeter (Multisim Software)

Theory  a: Demostrate generation of electricity and explain various terminologies associated with
it.

A nuclear power plant is a type of power station that generates electricity using heat from nuclear
reactions. These reactions take place within a reactor. The plant also has machines which remove
heat from the reactor to operate a steam turbine and generator to make electricity. Electricity made
by nuclear power plants is called nuclear power.

Nuclear power plants are usually near water to remove the heat the reactor makes. Some nuclear
power plants use cooling towers to do this. Nuclear power plants use uranium as fuel. When the
reactor is on, uranium atoms inside the reactor split into two smaller atoms. When uranium atoms
split, they give off a large amount of heat. This splitting of atoms is called fission.

The most popular atoms to fission are uranium and plutonium. Those atoms are slightly radioactive.
The atoms produced when fuel  atoms break apart  are  strongly radioactive.  Today,  fission only
happens in nuclear reactors. In nuclear reactors, fission only happens when the reactors parts are
arranged properly. Nuclear power plants turn their reactors off when replacing old nuclear fuel with
new fuel.

A thermal power station is a power plant in which heat energy is converted to electric power. In
most of  turbine is steam driven. Water is heated, turns into steam and spins a steam turbine which
drives an electrical generator.



Typical diagram of a coal-fired thermal power station

1. Cooling tower 10. Steam Control valve 19. Superheater

2. Cooling water pump
11. High pressure steam 
turbine

20. Forced draught (draft) fan

3. Transmission line (3-phase) 12. Deaerator 21. Reheater
4. Step-up transformer (3-phase) 13. Feedwater heater 22. Combustion air intake
5. Electrical generator (3-phase) 14. Coal conveyor 23. Economiser
6. Low pressure steam turbine 15. Coal hopper 24. Air preheater
7. Condensate pump 16. Coal pulverizer 25. Precipitator

8. Surface condenser 17. Boiler steam drum
26. Induced draught (draft) 
fan

9. Intermediate pressure steam 
turbine

18. Bottom ash hopper 27. Flue-gas stack

b: Demonstrate difference between AC and DC.

Alternating Current (AC)

Alternating current describes the flow of charge that changes direction periodically. As a result, the
voltage level also reverses along with the current. AC is used to deliver power to houses, office
buildings, etc.

Generating AC

AC can be produced using a device called an alternator. This device is a special type of electrical



generator designed to produce alternating current.

A loop of wire is spun inside of a magnetic field, which induces a current along the wire. The
rotation of the wire can come from any number of means: a wind turbine, a steam turbine, flowing
water, and so on. Because the wire spins and enters a different magnetic polarity periodically, the
voltage and current alternates on the wire. 

Waveforms

AC can come in a number of forms, as long as the voltage and current are alternating. If we hook up
an oscilloscope to a circuit  with AC and plot its voltage over time, we might see a number of
different waveforms. The most common type of AC is the sine wave. The AC in most homes and
offices have an oscillating voltage that produces a sine wave.

c: Verify Ohm’s law

Theory: Ohm's Law deals with the relationship between voltage and current in an ideal conductor.
This relationship states that: 

The potential  difference (voltage) across an ideal conductor is  proportional to the current
through it. 

The constant of proportionality is called the "resistance", R. 

Ohm's Law is given by: 



V = I R
where V is the potential difference between two points which include a resistance R. I is the current
flowing through the resistance.

Procedure:



Circuit Diagram:

Calculation:

Conclusion:



Date:
Practical 2

AIM : Perform the Voltage divider circuit using MULTISIM and verify the operation.

Theory: Voltage allow us to simplify the task of analyzing a circuit.

Voltage Division allows us to calculate what fraction of the total voltage across a series string of

resistors is dropped across any one resistor.

Figure 1: Voltage Divider Circuit



For the circuit of Figure 1, Voltage Division formulas are:

Procedure:

Verifying the voltage division:
a) Construct the circuit as shown in Figure 1. Measure the voltages V1 and V2 by choosing R1  
   = 5.6kΩ, R2 = 1.2kΩ and setting the variable power supply voltage Vs = 5V. Repeat this step  
   for R1 = R2 = 5.6 KΩ and note down the measurements.
b) Calculate the voltages V1 and V2 by using the formulas (1) and (2) in each case.
c) Compare the results from steps 1a and 1b.

Calculation: 

Conclusion: Voltage Division
V1= ...
V2= ...



Date:
Practical 3

AIM : Perform the Current divider circuit using MULTISIM and verify the operation.

Theory: Current division allow us to simplify the task of analyzing a circuit.

Current Division allows us to calculate what fraction of the total current into a parallel string of
resistors flows through any one of the resistors.

Procedure:

Verifying the current division:
a) Construct the circuit as shown in Figure 2. Measure the currents Is, I1 and I2 by choosing R1 =
2.4KΩ, R2 = 5.6 KΩ and Rs =1 KΩ. Set the variable power supply voltage at Vs=10 V. Repeat this
step by using R1=R2 =2.4 KΩ and note down the measurements.
b) Calculate the currents I1 and I2 by using the formulas (3) and (4).
c) Compare the results from steps a and b.



Calculation: 

Conclusion: Current Division
I1 = ...
I2 = ...



Date:
Practical 4

AIM : To study Multimeter and CRO.

Theory: Multimeter

A multimeter is an instrument used to check for AC or DC voltages, resistance and continuity of
electrical components, and small amounts of current in circuits. This instrument will let you check
to see if there is voltage present on a circuit. By doing so, a multimeter can help you achieve a
variety of useful tasks.

The digital multimeter, DMM, is one of the most common items of test equipment used in the
electronics industry today.

DMM facilities

While the facilities that a digital multimeter can offer are much greater than their analogue 
predecessors, the cost of DMMs is relatively low. DMMs are able to offer as standard the basic 
measurements that would typically include:

 Current (DC)

 Current (AC)

 Voltage (DC)

 Voltage (AC)

 Resistance

However, using integrated circuit technology, most DMMs are able to offer additional test 
capabilities. These may include some of the following:

 Capacitance 



 Temperature 

 Frequency 

 Transistor test - hfe, etc 

 Continuity (buzzer) 

 How to use a digital multmeter for voltage:  One of the most widely used measurements for

a DMM is that of voltage. Knowing how to use a digital multimeter to make the best voltage

measurements can ensure the most accurate measurements are made.


A typical digital multimeter voltage measurement

When making a voltage measurement  the probes from the digital  multimeter are  placed

across the points where the voltage is to be measured.

 How to use a digital multmeter for current:  When making a current measurement, the 

current flowing within the circuit needs to be detected. The traditional method of achieving 

this is to break the circuit and place the digital multimeter acting as a current meter in 

circuit. In this way the current flows through the meter. the level of current can then be 

detected and displayed.




A typical digital multimeter current measurement 

How to use a digital multmeter for resistance:   When making a resistance measurement with a
digital multimeter, it is necessary to place the item under test across the probes of the multimeter. It
must  be  removed  from  the  circuit,  otherwise  stray  conduction  paths  will  be  present.  Even  if
measuring continuity the unit must be off and power removed. Should any voltages be present,
these will at the very least distort the readings, and at worst they could damage or even destroy the
instrument. Care must be taken.

Other measurements that may be incorporated into digital multimeters may include:

 Continuity  sounder: This  is  one  of  the  most  common  additions  found  in  a  digital
multimeter. This capability is sometimes included on a low value Ohms range, or may have
its own switch position. The idea is that it is possible to test for continuity and listen for a
buzz, rather than having to continually turn away from looking at the unit under test. When
using the continuity tester, the same precautions that should be implemented when using the
ordinary resistance ranges should be observed, especially the unit should not be powered
up.. 

 Frequency :  Some digital multimeters can be used to measure frequency. This is one of the
less commonly included ranges, but can be used to give a rough indication of frequency up
to a few hundred kilohertz. Normally the ranges do not extend very high, and they are not
normally very accurate. However they are useful for some low frequency measurements,
where accuracy is not paramount.

 Capacitance  :  With  some  digital  multimeters,  it  is  possible  to  use  them  to  measure
capacitance. Again this facility is not available on all meters, but some have the ability to
measure  it.  Like  resistance  measurements,  capacitance  measurements  should  ideally  be
undertaken on the component when it is not in circuit. Normally the capacitance ranges are
limited, and they are not able to measure small levels of capacitance. 

 Transistor  tester  :  Occasionally  multimeters  have  the  facility  to  measure  transistor
parameters. In particular they measure the He or Β of the transistor. Typically there are three
connections for each of the PNP and NPN varieties, so you need to know what sort it is
before testing. 



CRO:

On/Off: This is required to turn the CRO on or off as per the requirement.

Channel Select:  As we know most of the CRO can work simultaneously with two signals and thus
there is a toggle switch present in the controls regarding the selection, i.e., if both the channels are
used or only one is used. So, selection must be done accordingly. If both the channels are used the
selection should be ‘Dual’ and if only one channel is used it should be either ‘channel 1’ or ‘channel
2’ depending on the connection.

Trigger Hold-Off: The trace in a CRO is performed by the sweeping of electrons for a small period
of time on the phosphorous screen by the voltage generated due to the signal. This voltage is known
as sweep voltage. When the ‘sweep’ is completed the voltage returns to its original value and thus
forcing the beam of electrons to move back. This process is called ‘retrace’, when the retrace is
completed again sweep starts. Hold-Off determines the time that tends to pass between ‘retrace’ and
‘sweep’. Initially it is set to zero, but to avoid the certain peaks and noises in the signal the sweep
time can be increased to obtain a stable signal at the display.

AC/DC/GD: This is a toggle switch to tell the CRO about the filtering of the i/p signal channel.
This is present one for each channel. 

AC (Alternating Current Coupling): If the switch is at AC then the signal will go through a RC-
filter to remove its DC components.

DC (Direct Current Coupling): If the switch is at DC position then the signal will not go through
a RC-filter and the DC components will persist in the signal.

GD (Ground):  If  the switch is  at  the GD position then the input  signal  is  shorted and thus a
horizontal line is seen in the display symbolizing no potential difference between ground and input
signal.



Focus: This rotating knob is used to improve the sharpness of an image of the signal on the screen
by adjusting the focus of the electronic beam. Thus, it helps in taking the proper measurements and
to study the correct shape of the signal by removing the blurriness of the signal.

Intensity: This knob is used to increase the intensity of the input signal for better examination of
the displayed output on the screen. There is a common misconception regarding this knob to be a
brightness control feature but it is not so, this increases the number of electrons in the beam so that
more and more electrons collide the phosphorus screen for better view of the applied input signal.
This knob is marked as ‘Intens’ on the CRO.

+/- : This determines if the signal is triggered during the positive flank or the negative flank. Now,
the many of you must be wondering ‘what is triggering?’, it is the synchronization of the horizontal
sweep of the CRO with the proper point of the signal. If the button is on descending slope of the
signal is used while triggering otherwise the ascending slope of the signal is used.

At/Norm.:  Using  this  button  you  can  select  between  Automatic  triggering  (At.)  and  manual
triggering level selection.

Level:  When the triggering is set to manual mode this wheel is used to set the level of manual
triggering, the +/- button will make sure ascending level triggering or descending level triggering is
used.

Ext.: This button is used when the timing of the CRO is not determined by the input waveform but
from some another external waveform. There is an input connector beside the button where the
external input is connected for the display of the waveform.

Conclusion:



Date:
Practical 5

AIM:   Do electrical wiring for given circuit using wires/cables, components in software. Test  
the same and measure applicable parameters.

Apparatus: Multisim Software, Resistor, Transistor, DC power supply,Ground, Wire.

Theory:



Procedure:



Circuit Diagram:

Conclusion:



Date:
Practical 6

AIM:   To study the manufacturing of PCB.

Theory:  Some time we face problem while making a circuit on a bread board. It is a common
problem that the circuit may work some time and may not work other time. Most of the time it is
the connections  on the bread board which creates  this  problem. Either  are  connections  are  not
proper or loose or may get damaged while working or carrying the circuit on a bread board. Hence
it is always recommended to make the circuit on a PCB once it has been tested on a bread board.

A printed circuit board has pre-designed copper tracks on a conducting sheet. The pre-defined tracks
reduce the wiring thereby reducing the faults arising due to lose connections. One needs to simply
place the components on the PCB and solder them. 

Materials required in PCB Designing:

·Over Head Projector sheet (known as OHP sheets) or a wax paper.

·Laser Printer.

·Electric Iron.

· Steel wool.

· Two plastic trays.

· Copper board/ PCB (eg: paper phenolic, glass epoxy, FR4, FR10, etc.) 

·Black permanent marker.

·Etching solution (Ferric chloride).

·Drill machine.

Step 1: Prepare a layout of the circuit on any commonly used PCB designing software. A layout is a
design which interconnects the components according to the schematic diagram (circuit diagram).
Take a mirror image print of the layout on the OHP sheet using a laser printer. Make sure that the
design is correct with proper placement of the components.

http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/printed-circuit-boards-pcb-design-manufacturing


Step 2: Cut the copper board according to the size of layout. A copper board is the base of a PCB, it
can be single layer, double layer or multi layer board. 

Single layer copper board has copper on one side of the PCB, they are used to make single layer
PCBs, it is widely used by hobbyist or in the small circuits. A double layer copper board consists of
copper on both the sides of the PCB. These boards are generally used by the industries. A multilayer
board has multiple layers of copper; they are quite costly and mainly used for complex circuitries
like mother board of PC.

Step 3: Rub the copper side of PCB using steel wool. This removes the top oxide layer of copper as
well as the photo resists layer if any.

Step 4: Place the OHP sheet (wax paper) which has the printed layout on the PCB sheet. Make sure
that the printed/mirror side should be placed on the copper side of PCB. 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/printed-circuit-boards-pcb-design-manufacturing


Step 5: Put a white paper on the OHP sheet and start ironing. The heat applied by the electric iron
causes the ink of the traces on the OHP sheet to stick on the copper plate exactly in the same way it
is printed on the OHP sheet. This means that the copper sheet will now have the layout of the PCB
printed on it.  Allow the PCB plate to cool down and slowly remove the OHP sheet. Since it is
manual process it may happen that the layout doesn’t comes properly on PCB or some of the tracks
are broken in between. Use the permanent marker and complete the tracks properly. 





Step 6: Now the layout is printed on PCB. The area covered by ink is known as the masked area
and the unwanted copper, not covered by the ink is known as unmasked area. Now make a solution
of ferric chloride. Take a plastic box and fill it up with some water. Dissolve 2-3 tea spoon of ferric
chloride power in the water. Dip the PCB into the Etching solution (Ferric chloride solution, Fecl3)

for approximately 30 mins. The Fecl3 reacts with the unmasked copper and removes the unwanted

copper from the PCB. This process is called as Etching. Use pliers to take out the PCB and check if
the entire unmasked area has been etched or not. In case it is not etched leave it for some more time
in the solution. 



Step 7: Take out the PCB wash it in cold water and remove the ink by rubbing it with steel wool.
The remaining area which has not been etched is the conductive copper tracks which connect the
components as per the circuit diagram.



Step 8: Now carefully drill the PCB using a drilling machine on the pads. 

Step 9: Put the components in the correct holes and solder them.

This  completes  your  PCB fabrication now  put  the  components  on  mounting  side  and  solder
them.Make sure that you properly dispose of the FeCl3 solution, clean your tools and wash your
hands after this exercise. You can also store the solution in a plastic box for future use but not for
too long.

Conclusion :



Date
Practical 7

AIM : To study and perform Half wave rectifier.

Apparatus: Function generator, CRO, Regulated Power supply, resistor, diode, connecting wires. 

Theory: The conversion of AC into DC is called Rectification. Electronic devices can convert AC
power into DC power with high efficiency. During the positive half cycle, the diode is forward
biased and it conducts and hence a current flow through the load resistor. During the negative half
cycle, the diode is reverse biased and it is equivalent to an open circuit, hence the current through
the load resistance is zero. Thus the diode conducts only for one half cycle and results in half wave
rectification.

Procedure: 



Conclusion:



Date
Practical 8

AIM : To  study  and  perform  full  wave bridge rectifier.

Apparatus: Function generator, CRO, Regulated Power supply, resistor, diode, connecting wires. 

Theory:  The working & operation  of  a  full  wave bridge  rectifier  is  pretty  simple.  The circuit

diagrams and wave forms we have given below will help you understand the operation of a bridge

rectifier  perfectly.  In  the  circuit  diagram,  4  diodes  are  arranged  in  the  form of  a  bridge.  The

transformer secondary is connected to two diametrically opposite points of the bridge at points A &

C. The load resistance RL is connected to bridge through points B and D.





During the first half cycle

During first half cycle of the input voltage, the upper end of the transformer secondary winding is
positive with respect to the lower end. Thus during the first half cycle diodes D1 and D3 are forward
biased and current flows through arm AB, enters the load resistance RL, and returns back flowing
through arm DC. During this half of each input cycle, the diodes D2 and D4  are reverse biased and
current is not allowed to flow in arms AD and BC. The flow of current is indicated by solid arrows
in the figure above. We have developed another diagram below to help you understand the current
flow quickly. See the diagram below – the green arrows indicate beginning of current flow from
source (transformer secondary) to the load resistance. The red arrows indicate return path of current
from load resistance to the source, thus completing the circuit.

During the second half cycle

During second half cycle of the input voltage, the lower end of the transformer secondary winding
is positive with respect to the upper end. Thus diodes D2 and D4 become forward biased and current
flows through arm CB, enters the load  resistance RL,   and returns back to the source flowing
through arm DA. Flow of current has been shown by dotted arrows in the figure. Thus the direction
of flow of current through the load resistance RL remains the same during both half cycles of the
input supply voltage.  See the diagram below – the green arrows indicate beginning of current flow
from source (transformer secondary) to the load resistance. The red arrows indicate return path of
current from load resistance to the source, thus completing the circuit.

Conclusion:



Date
Practical 9

AIM : To study DC servo Motor and AC servo motor.

Theory:  Direct current servomotors are used as feed ac tuators in many machine tool industries.
These  motors are generally of the permanent magnet (PM) type in which the stator magnetic flux
remains essentially constant at all levels of the armature current and the speed-torque relationship is
linear. Direct current servomotors have a high peak torque for quick accelerations. A cross-sectional
view of a typical permanent magnet dc servomotor is shown in below Figure.

Fig. Cross-section of a permanent magnet-excited dc servomotor.



Stator  :  consists of Yoke and Poles and provides mechanical support to the machine. The yoke
provides a highly permeable path for magnetic flux. It is made of cast steel. Field poles are made of
thin laminations stacked together. This is done to minimize the magnetic losses due to the armature
flux. The cross sectional area of the field pole is less than that of the pole shoe. The pole shoe helps
to establish a uniform flux density around the air gap.

Field  winding:  DC excitations  are  provided  to  field  windings  wound on pole  shoes  to  create
electromagnetic poles of alternating polarity. Depending on the connections of field windings DC
motors may be termed as shunt, series, compound or separately excited. Shunt motors have field
winding connected in parallel with the armature winding while series motors have the field winding
connected  in  series  with  the  armature  winding.  A compound  dc  machine  may have  both  field
windings wound on the same pole. Smaller DC servomotors generally have permanent magnets for
poles. 

Armature– The rotating part of a dc machine is called the armature. The length of the armature is
usually the same as that of the pole. It is made of thin, highly permeable, and electrically insulated
circular  steel  laminations  that  are  stacked  together  and  rigidly  mounted  on  the  shaft.  The
laminations have axial slots on their periphery to house the armature coils. Insulated copper wires
are typically used for the armature coils to achieve a low armature resistance. 

Commutator:– The commutator is made of wedge – shaped hard-drawn copper segments. Sheets
of mica insulate the copper segments from one another. One end of the armature coil is electrically
connected  to  a  copper  segment  of  the  commutator.  The  commutators  rotate  with  the  armature
keeping a sliding contact with the brushes, which remain stationary. 

Fig. Diagrammatic sketch of a D.C. machine.



Brushes: Brushes are held in a fixed position by means of brush holders and remain in sliding
contact  with  the  commutator  segments.  An  adjustable  spring  inside  the  brush  holder  exerts  a
constant pressure on the brush in order to maintain a proper contact between the brush and the
commutator. The brushes are connected to the armature terminals of the machine. The material for
the brush is normally carbon or carbon-graphite.

AC servo motor 
In this type of motor, t he magnetic force is generated by a permanent magnet and current which
further produce the torque. It has no brushes so there is little noise/vibration. This motor provides
high precision control with the help of high resolution encoder. The stator is composed of a core and
a winding. The rotor part comprises of shaft, rotor core and a permanent magnet. 

Conclusion:



Date
Practical 10

AIM : To Study MCB and ELCB.

Theory:  Nowadays  we use  more  commonly  miniature  circuit  breaker  or  MCB in  low voltage
electrical network instead of fuse. The MCB has some advantages compared to fuse. 

 It automatically switches off the electrical circuit during abnormal condition of the network
means  in  over  load  condition  as  well  as  faulty  condition.  The fuse  does  not  sense  but
miniature circuit breaker does it in more reliable way. MCB is much more sensitive to
over current than fuse.

 Another advantage is, as the switch operating knob comes at its off position during tripping,
the faulty zone of the electrical circuit can easily be identified. But in case of fuse, fuse wire
should be checked by opening fuse grip or cutout from fuse base, for confirming the blow of
fuse wire.

 Quick restoration of supply can not be possible in case of fuse as because fuses have to be
rewirable or replaced for restoring the supply. But in the case of MCB, quick restoration is
possible by just switching on operation.

 Handling MCB is more electrically safe than fuse.

 Only one disadvantage of MCB over fuse is that this system is more costlier than fuse unit
system.

Working Principle Miniature Circuit Breaker
There are two arrangement of operation of miniature circuit breaker. One due to thermal effect
of over current and other due to electromagnetic effect of over current. The thermal  operation of
miniature circuit breaker is achieved with a bimetallic strip whenever continuous over current
flows through MCB, the  bimetallic  strip  is  heated  and deflects  by  bending.  This  deflection  of
bimetallic  strip  releases  mechanical  latch.  As  this  mechanical  latch  is  attached  with  operating
mechanism,  it  causes  to  open  the  miniature  circuit  breaker  contacts.  But  during  short  circuit
condition, sudden rising of current, causes electromechanical displacement of plunger associated



with tripping coil or solenoid of MCB. The plunger strikes the trip lever causing immediate release
of latch mechanism consequently open the circuit breaker contacts. This was a simple explanation
of miniature circuit breaker working principle.

Miniature Circuit Breaker Construction

Miniature circuit breaker construction is very simple, robust and maintenance free. Generally a
MCB is not repaired or maintained, it just replaced by new one when required. A miniature circuit
breaker has normally three main constructional parts. These are: 

Frame of Miniature Circuit Breaker

The frame of miniature circuit breaker is a molded case. This is a rigid, strong, insulated housing in
which the other components are mounted. 

Operating Mechanism of Miniature Circuit Breaker

The operating mechanism of miniature circuit breaker provides the means of manual opening and
closing operation of miniature circuit breaker. It has three-positions "ON," "OFF," and "TRIPPED".
The external switching latch can be in the "TRIPPED" position, if the MCB is tripped due to over-
current. When manually switch off the MCB, the switching latch will be in "OFF" position. In close
condition of MCB, the switch is positioned at "ON". By observing the positions of the switching
latch one can determine the condition of MCB whether it is closed, tripped or manually switched
off. 

Trip Unit of Miniature Circuit Breaker

The trip unit is the main part, responsible for proper working of miniature circuit breaker. Two
main types of trip mechanism are provided in MCB. A bimetal provides protection against over load
current and an electromagnet provides protection against short-circuit current.

Operation of Miniature Circuit Breaker 

There are three mechanisms provided in a single miniature circuit breaker to make it switched off.
If we carefully observe the picture beside, we will find there are mainly one bi - metallic strip, one
trip coil and one hand operated on - off lever. Electric current carrying path of a miniature circuit
breaker shown in the picture is like follows. First left hand side power terminal - then bimetallic
strip - then current coil or trip coil - then moving contact - then fixed contact and - lastly right had
side power terminal. All are arranged in series.



If circuit is overloaded for long time, the bi - metallic strip becomes over heated and deformed. This
deformation of bi metallic strip causes, displacement of latch point. The moving contact of the
MCB is so arranged by means of spring pressure, with this latch point, that a little displacement of
latch causes, release of spring and makes the moving contact to move for opening the MCB. The
current coil or trip coil is placed such a manner, that during short circuit fault the mmf of that coil
causes its plunger to hit the same latch point and make the latch to be displaced. Hence the MCB
will open in same manner. Again when operating lever of the miniature circuit breaker is operated
by hand, that means when we make the MCB at off position manually, the same latch point is
displaced as a result moving contact separated from fixed contact in same manner. So, whatever
may be the operating mechanism, that means, may be due to deformation of bi - metallic strip, due
to increased mmf of trip coil  or may due to manual operation, actually the same latch point is
displaced and same deformed spring is released, which ultimately responsible for movement of the
moving contact. When the the moving contact separated from fixed contact, there may be a high
chance of arc. This arc then goes up through the arc runner and enters into arc splitters and is finally
quenched.  When we switch  on an MCB, we actually  reset  the displaced operating latch to  its
previous on position and make the MCB ready for another switch off or trip operation.

Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker or ELCB

If  any current  leaks from any electrical  installation,  there must-be any insulation failure in  the
electrical circuit, it must be properly detected and prevented otherwise there may be a high chance



of electrical shock if-anyone touches the installation. An  earth leakage circuit breaker does it
efficiently. Means it detects the earth leakage current and makes the power supply off by opening
the associated circuit breaker. There are two types of earth leakage circuit breaker, one is voltage
ELCB and other is current ELCB.

Voltage Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker

The  working  principle  of  voltage  ELCB is  quite  simple.  One  terminal  of  the  relay  coil  is
connected  to  the  metal  body of  the  equipment  to  be  protected against  earth  leakage and other
terminal is connected to the earth directly. If any insulation failure occurs or live phase wire touches
the metal body, of the equipment, there must be a voltage difference appears across the terminal of
the coil connected to the equipment body and earth. This voltage difference produces a current to
flow the relay coil.

If  the voltage difference  crosses,  a  predetermined limit,  the current  through the relay  becomes
sufficient to actuate the relay for tripping the associated circuit breaker to disconnect the power
supply  to  the  equipment.  The  typicality  of  this  device  is,  it  can  detect  and  protect  only  that
equipment or installation with which it is attached. It cannot detect any leakage of insulation in
other installation of the system.

Current ELCB or RCCB or Residual Current Circuit Breaker

The working principle of current earth leakage circuit breaker or RCCB is also very simple as
voltage operated ELCB but the theory is entirely different and residual current circuit breaker is
more sensitive than ELCB. Actually, ELCBs are of two kinds, but it is general practice to refer
voltage based ELCB as simple ELCB. And current based ELCB is referred as RCD or RCCB. Here
one CT core is energized from both phase wise and neutral wire.



Single Phase Residual Current ELCB. The polarity of the phase winding and neutral winding on the
core is so chosen that, in normal condition mmf of one winding opposes that of another. As it is
assumed that,  in  normal  operating  conditions  the  current  goes  through the  phase  wire  will  be
returned via neutral wire if there's no leakage in between. As both currents are same, the resultant
mmf produced by these two currents is also zero-ideally. The relay coil is connected with another
third winding wound on the CT core as secondary. The terminals of this winding are connected to a
relay system. In normal operating condition there would not be any current circulating in the third
winding as here is no flux in the core due to equal phase and neutral  current.  When any earth
leakage occurs in the equipment, there may be part of phase current passes to the earth, through the
leakage path  instead  of  returning via  mental  wire.  Hence  the  magnitude  of  the  neutral  current
passing  through  the  RCCB  is  not  equal  to  phase  current  passing  through  it.



Three Phase Residual Current Circuit Breaker or Current ELCB. When this difference crosses a
predetermined value, the current in the third secondary winding of the core becomes sufficiently
high to actuate the electromagnetic relay attached to it. 

This relay causes tripping of the associated circuit breaker to disconnect the power supply to the
equipment  under  protection.  Residual  current  circuit  breaker is  sometimes  also  referred  as
residual current device (RCD) when we consider the device by disassociating the circuit breaker
attached to  RCCB. That means, the entire parts of RCCB except circuit breaker are referred as
RCD.

Conclusion: 
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